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We compute and analyze the gravitational waveform emitted to future null infinity by a system of two
black holes in the large-mass-ratio limit. We consider the transition from the quasiadiabatic inspiral to
plunge, merger, and ringdown. The relative dynamics is driven by a leading order in the mass ratio,
5PN-resummed, effective-one-body (EOB), analytic-radiation reaction. To compute the waveforms, we
solve the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli equations in the time-domain on a spacelike foliation, which coincides
with the standard Schwarzschild foliation in the region including the motion of the small black hole, and is
globally hyperboloidal, allowing us to include future null infinity in the computational domain by
compactification. This method is called the hyperboloidal layer method, and is discussed here for the
first time in a study of the gravitational radiation emitted by black hole binaries. We consider binaries
characterized by five mass ratios,  ¼ 102;3;4;5;6, that are primary targets of space-based or third-
generation gravitational wave detectors. We show significative phase differences between finite-radius and
null-infinity waveforms. We test, in our context, the reliability of the extrapolation procedure routinely
applied to numerical relativity waveforms. We present an updated calculation of the final and maximum
gravitational recoil imparted to the merger remnant by the gravitational wave emission, vendkick=ðc2Þ ¼
0:04474 0:00007 and vmaxkick=ðc2Þ ¼ 0:05248 0:00008. As a self-consistency test of the method, we
show an excellent fractional agreement (even during the plunge) between the 5PN EOB-resummed
mechanical angular momentum loss and the gravitational wave angular momentum flux computed at null
infinity. New results concerning the radiation emitted from unstable circular orbits are also presented. The
high accuracy waveforms computed here could be considered for the construction of template banks or for
calibrating analytic models such as the effective-one-body model.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.084026 PACS numbers: 04.30.Db, 04.25.Nx, 95.30.Sf, 97.60.Lf
I. INTRODUCTION
Compact binaries with large mass ratios are primary
targets for space-based detectors of gravitational waves
(GWs), like the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
(LISA) [1,2] (or the similar ESA-led mission), and for
third-generation ground-based detectors, like the planned
Einstein telescope [3]. For example, the quasiadiabatic
inspiral of extreme-mass-ratio (EMR) binaries, i.e. of
mass ratio  106, is interesting for LISA (see e.g.
[4]), while the merger of intermediate-mass-ratio (IMR)
binaries,  102–103, is in the band of sensitivity of the
Einstein telescope [5]. The theoretical modelling of such
sources is a difficult task, since neither numerical relativity
(NR) simulations (due to their computational cost [6,7]),
nor standard post-Newtonian (PN) techniques [8] (due to
the strong-field, high-velocity regime) can be applied.
Black-hole perturbation theory is, instead, the natural
tool to model large-mass-ratio binaries [9–19]. The relative
dynamics of the binary is described by the motion of a
particle (representing the small black hole) in a fixed back-
ground, black-hole spacetime (representing the central,
supermassive black hole). The dynamics of the particle
are driven away from geodesic motion by the action of
radiation-reaction through a long, quasiadiabatic inspiral
phase up to the nonadiabatic plunge into the black hole. For
what concerns nonconservative (dissipative) effects only,
they can be modeled either numerically, for example, in the
adiabatic approximation, (e.g. as in [9,20,21] and referen-
ces therein) or analytically, using PN-resummed results
(a` la effective-one-body), going in fact beyond the adiabatic
approximation [10,18,22,23]. Gravitational self-force cal-
culations [24–29] can provide corrections to the particle
conservative and nonconservative dynamics at next-to-
leading/higher order in the mass (away from geodesic
motion), although the field is not ready yet for waveform
production. Finally, a very promising (semi)-analytical ap-
proach to describe the binary dynamics and to produce
waveform template banks (for any mass ratio, including
EMR and IMR binaries) is the effective-one-body (EOB)
model [30–39]. The EOB approach is intrinsically non-
adiabatic and it is designed to take into account both con-
servative and nonconservative back-reaction effects, but
requires the calibration of some flexibility parameters to
account for (yet uncalculated) higher-order effects in the
dynamics and waveforms [22,40–46].
The most important output of these studies is the GW
signal, which encodes the gauge-invariant information
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about the source as it should be seen by detectors.
Gravitational waves are rigorously and unambiguously
defined only at null infinity. Numerical computations,
however, are confined to finite grids. A theoretical problem
is thus to model and to compute the waveforms at null
infinity, as seen by a far-away idealized observer.
This problem is prominent especially in NR simulations.
When an asymptotically Cauchy foliation of the spacetime
is employed, the waveforms are typically extracted on
coordinate spheres at finite distances from the source. To
compute waveforms at null infinity post-simulation tech-
niques are applied. Extrapolation to infinite extraction
radius [47–51] proved to be sufficiently robust and accu-
rate, though somehow delicate due to ambiguities intro-
duced by the gauge dynamics and the choice of a fiducial
background. An unambiguous procedure based on the
Cauchy-characteristic extraction (CCE) method [52–54]
has recently been implemented [55–57] to extract wave-
forms from binary black-hole mergers of comparable
masses. Although the setup of initial data for the character-
istic evolution is intricate [58], the method successfully
provides waveforms from binary black-hole mergers at
null infinity and permits to cross-check the standard ex-
trapolation procedure.
An alternative approach that does not require post-
processing is to employ spacelike surfaces that approach
null infinity. Such surfaces are called hyperboloidal
because their asymptotic behavior resembles that of
standard hyperboloids in Minkowski spacetime [59].
Hyperboloidal foliations have already been considered in
the early days of numerical relativity and were expected to
be suitable for studying gravitational radiation [60–63].
The hyperboloidal initial value problem for the Einstein
equations has been analyzed by Friedrich [59,64]. His
conformally regular field equations have been imple-
mented numerically in certain test cases (for reviews, see
[65,66]).
More recently, alternative hyperboloidal formulations
have been suggested [67–69] that do not exhibit explicit
conformal regularity. The only successful numerical im-
plementation of such a formalism is by Rinne in axisym-
metry [70]. It is an outstanding question whether this or a
similar hyperboloidal approach will lead to generic nu-
merical simulations of black-hole spacetimes.
While the numerical properties of the hyperboloidal
method for Einstein equations is only poorly understood
in the general case, the situation is much clearer in pertur-
bation theory where the background is given. There, the
best numerical gauge is to fix the coordinate location of
null infinity (scri), as first discussed by Frauendiener in the
context of conformally regular field equations [71].
Moncrief presented the first explicit construction of a
hyperboloidal scri-fixing gauge for Minkowski spacetime
[72] (for numerical implementations see [73–75]). The
application of the method in black-hole spacetimes proved
to be difficult [76–80], until the general construction of
suitable hyperboloidal scri-fixing coordinates on asymp-
totically flat spacetimes has been presented [81]. Since
then, hyperboloidal scri-fixing coordinates have been em-
ployed in a rich variety of problems concerning black-hole
spacetimes [22,82–91].
In particular, hyperboloidal compactification has been
applied to solve in time-domain the homogeneous Regge-
Wheeler-Zerilli (RWZ) equations [92–96] for metric per-
turbations of a Schwarzschild black hole [86]. This work
showed the efficiency of hyperboloidal compactification as
applied to the RWZ equations and discovered that the
asymptotic formula relating the curvature perturbation
c 4 to the gravitational strain is invalid for the polynomially
decaying solution even at large distances used for standard
waveform extraction, thereby emphasizing the importance
of including null infinity in numerical studies of gravita-
tional radiation.
The solution of the inhomogeneous RWZ equations on a
hyperboloidal slicing of the Schwarzschild spacetime is
discussed in this paper for the first time. The presence
of a compactly supported matter source, such as a point-
particle [11,12] or a test-fluid [18,97–99], implies modifi-
cations. It may be desirable to use standard techniques in a
compact domain including the central black hole and the
matter dynamics. The hyperboloidal method shall then be
restricted to the asymptotic domain only, so that standard
coordinates for matter dynamics can be employed. Such a
restricted hyperboloidal compactification provides the
idealized waveform at null infinity, avoids outer boundary
conditions, and increases the efficiency of the numerical
computation without changing the coordinate description
of matter dynamics.
A convenient technique to achieve this, called the hyper-
boloidal layer method, has been introduced in [100]. A
hyperboloidal layer is a compact radial shell in which the
spacelike foliation approaches null infinity and the radial
coordinate is compactifying. By properly attaching such a
layer to a standard computational domain, one makes sure
that outgoing waves are transported to null infinity and no
outer boundary conditions are needed. An intuitive pre-
scription for the construction of a suitable hyperboloidal
layer, that we describe in Sec. III B, is to require that the
spherically outgoing null surfaces have the same represen-
tation in the layer coordinates as in the interior coordinates.
Because the hyperboloidal layer is practically attached to
an existing computational domain, only minimal modifi-
cations to current numerical infrastructures are needed for
its implementation.
In this paper, we apply the hyperboloidal layer method
to improve the quality of recently computed RWZ wave-
forms emitted by the coalescence of (circularized) black-
hole binaries in the test-particle limit [10] (hereafter
Paper I) (see also Refs. [18,22,23]). The central new
result of this paper is the computation of highly accurate
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gravitational waveforms at future null infinity (Iþ) with an
efficient and robust method. As in Paper I, the relative
motion of the binary is driven by 5PN-accurate, EOB-
resummed [39,101] analytical radiation reaction and we
focus on the transition from quasiadiabatic inspiral to
plunge, merger, and ringdown. To span the range between
IMR and EMR, we consider five mass ratios,   =M ¼
102;3;4;5;6, where M is the mass of the central
Schwarzschild black hole, and  is the mass of the
small compact object approximated as a point particle.
We estimate the differences between waveforms extracted
at Iþ and waveforms extracted at finite radii, and we
provide an updated estimate of the gravitational recoil
previously computed from finite-radius waveforms in
Refs. [9,10]. The availability of Iþ waveforms also allows
us to assess, in a well controllable setup, the accuracy of
the extrapolation procedure that is routinely applied to NR
waveforms.
The new multipolar waveform extracted at Iþ presented
here has already been used in Ref. [22] (hereafter Paper II)
to obtain several results that are valuable for currently
ongoing EOB/NR comparisons: (i) finite-distance effects
are significant even at comparatively large extraction radii
(r 1000M); (ii) the agreement between the EOB-
resummed analytical multipolar waveform [39,101] and
the RWZ waveform improves when the latter is extracted
at Iþ; (iii) the tuning of next-to-quasi-circular corrections
to the phase and amplitude of the EOB-resummed
(multipolar) waveform improves the agreement of this
latter with the RWZ waveform during the late-plunge and
merger phase (See also Ref. [40] for a similar tuning
procedure applied to several black-hole binaries with com-
parable mass ratios.)
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
recall the model for the relative dynamics of the
binary. The construction of the hyperboloidal layer in
Schwarzschild spacetime is carried out in Sec. III. We
discuss the RWZ equations with and without the hyper-
boloidal layer in Sec. IV. Details of the numerical imple-
mentation are presented in Sec. V. Physical results are
collected in Sec. VI, which consists of the following
parts. First, we assess the accuracy of our implementation
in the case of stable circular orbits, and present new
results for unstable circular orbits. We then focus on the
gravitational waveforms emitted during the transition
from the quasicircular inspiral through plunge, merger,
and ringdown, and we quantify the differences with
finite-radius extraction. We discuss the performance of
standard techniques to extrapolate the finite-radius
waveform to infinite extraction radius. Concluding re-
marks are presented in Sec. VI. In Appendix A, we present
convergence tests of the code. In Appendix B, we sum-
marize the relations between the RWZ master functions
and asymptotic observables. We mainly use geometrized
units with G ¼ c ¼ 1.
II. RELATIVE DYNAMICS
The relative dynamics of the binary is computed as in
Paper I and II; here, we review a few elements that are
relevant to our study.
The binary dynamics have a conservative part
(Hamiltonian) and a dissipative part (radiation-reaction
force). The conservative part is described by the ! 0
limit of the EOB Hamiltonian (the Hamiltonian of a par-
ticle in Schwarzschild spacetime) with the following,
dimensionless variables: the relative separation r¼R=M,
the orbital phase ’, the orbital angular momentum p’ ¼
P’=ðMÞ, and the orbital linear momentum pr ¼ Pr=,
canonically conjugate to the tortoise radial coordinate
separation r ¼ rþ 2 lnðr=2 1Þ. The Schwarzschild
metric in standard coordinates ðt; rÞ reads
g ¼ Adt2 þ A1dr2 þ r2d2; (1)
where d2 is the standard metric on the unit sphere and
A  1 2=r. The Schwarzschild Hamiltonian per unit ()
mass is
H^ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A

1þ p
2
’
r2

þ p2r
s
: (2)
The expression for the analytically resummed mechanical
angular momentum loss (our radiation-reaction force),
F^ ’, is accurate at first order in the mass ratio, OðÞ, and
is computed from the 5PN-accurate EOB-resummed wave-
form of Refs. [10,23,39,101]. Following [10,18,23,102],
we use
F^ ’   325 
5r4f^ðv’Þ; (3)
where ¼ d’=dt is the orbital frequency, v’ ¼ r is the
azimuthal velocity, and f^ ¼ F‘max=FNewt22 denotes the
Newton-normalized ( ¼ 0) energy flux up to multipolar
order ‘max, analytically resummed according to
Refs. [23,39]. The resummation procedure is based on a
certain multiplicative decomposition of the circularized
multipolar gravitational waveform. More precisely, for
circular orbits, the energy flux is written as
F‘max ¼ X
‘max
‘¼2
X‘
m¼1
F‘m ¼ 18
X‘max
‘¼2
X‘
m¼1
ðmÞ2jrh‘mj2: (4)
Above, h‘m is the factorized waveform of [39],
h‘mðxÞ ¼ hðN;Þ‘m ðxÞS^ðÞðxÞT‘mðxÞei‘mðxÞð‘mðxÞÞ‘; (5)
where hðN;Þ‘m ðxÞ represents the Newtonian contribution
given by Eq. (4) of [39],  ¼ 0 (or 1) for ‘þm even
(odd). The remaining terms are defined as follows: S^ðÞ is
the (specific) source, Eqs. (15–16) of [39]; T‘m is the tail
factor that resums an infinite number of leading logarithms
due to tail effects, Eq. (19) of [39]; ‘m is a residual phase
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correction, Eqs. (20–28) of [39]; and ‘m is the residual
amplitude correction, that we keep up to 5PN fractional
accuracy [101], although their knowledge (and that of the
‘m’s) has been recently increased up to 14PN fractional
order [103].
Note that the argument in the multipoles of Eq. (5) (and
therefore in Eq. (3)) is x  v2’ ¼ ðrÞ2, that is preferable
to xcirc  2=3 due to the violation of the circular Kepler’s
constraint during the plunge phase [23,102]. The sum in
Eq. (4) is truncated at ‘max ¼ 8 included, and the system is
initialized (in the strong-field region 6< r  7) with post-
circular initial data [18,30], which yields negligible initial
eccentricity. The dynamics is then computed by solving
Eqs. (1)–(7) of Paper I.
III. A HYPERBOLOIDAL FOLIATION OF
SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME
In this section, we discuss the hyperboloidal layer ap-
proach in Schwarzschild spacetime. We construct a hyper-
boloidal foliation by gluing together a truncated Cauchy
surface, which covers the strong-field region of the particle
motion, and a hyperboloidal surface [81]. Because a hyper-
boloidal surface is spacelike by construction, and because
Cauchy surfaces are also spacelike, one can choose a
global hyperboloidal foliation to agree with Cauchy sur-
faces in a compact inner domain that includes the motion
of the particle and the central black hole. This choice
allows us to employ standard coordinates near the central
black hole. The outer, asymptotic, domain is included in
the hyperboloidal layer.
A. General properties
A hyperboloidal layer is defined as a compact radial
shell in which the spacelike foliation approaches null in-
finity and the radial coordinate is compactified. We deter-
mine the coordinates by requiring that outgoing null
surfaces have the same representation in the layer coordi-
nates as in the inner domain coordinates. We connect the
coordinates used in the compact inner domain (Cauchy
region) with the coordinates used in the outer domain
(hyperboloidal layer) at an interface.
We depict such a foliation with respect to standard
coordinates ft; rg in Fig. 1. The level sets of the new
time function, ðt; rÞ, agree with the level sets of the
standard Schwarzschild time, t, for r  R ¼ 50. The
dashed line indicates the timelike surface, referred to as
the interface (r ¼ R ¼ 50), at which we smoothly mod-
ify the spacelike surfaces to approach outgoing null rays
asymptotically.
The spacelike surfaces partially depicted in Fig. 1 ap-
proach outgoing null rays, but never become null surfaces
themselves. The asymptotic causal structure can not be
clearly depicted in Fig. 1. A better visualization of the
causal structure is the Penrose diagram in Fig. 2. The
interface (still represented by a dashed line) is depicted
close to the black hole for visualization, but the causal
structure is accurate in this diagram. We see that the hyper-
boloidal foliation agrees with standard t surfaces near the
black hole. Beyond the interface, the surfaces smoothly
approach future null infinity in a spacelike manner.
Although the surfaces look like they are becoming null in
Fig. 1, the Penrose diagram in Fig. 2 clearly shows that the
surfaces are spacelike everywhere. This causal behavior
allows us to solve a usual initial-boundary value problem,
while extracting gravitational waveforms at future null
infinity.
The hyperboloidal foliation that we employ is not only
suitable for wave extraction, it also provides a solution to
the outer boundary problem. Instead of truncating the
simulation domain at a finite but large distance, we employ
0 20 40 60 80 100 r
20
40
60
80
t
FIG. 1. Level sets of the hyperboloidal time  as defined by
Eqs. (8), (15), and (29) with respect to standard Schwarzschild
coordinates ft; rg. The dashed line at r ¼ R ¼ 50 depicts the
location of the interface between the inner domain and the
hyperboloidal layer.
0
singularity
FIG. 2. Penrose diagram of Schwarzschild spacetime depicting
the causal properties of the foliation plotted partially in Fig. 1.
The dashed line indicates the interface to the hyperboloidal
layer. The time surfaces agree with standard Schwarzschild
time surfaces to the left of the interface. The diagram also shows
that the foliation stays spacelike everywhere, including the
asymptotic domain near null infinity.
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a compactifying coordinate with respect to which null
infinity is at a finite coordinate location. It is well known
that compactification leads to loss of resolution near the
outer boundary when Cauchy foliations are used [104]. We
do not run into this problem because we need to resolve
only a finite number of oscillations on an infinite domain
along hyperboloidal foliations, as opposed to an infinite
number of oscillations along Cauchy foliations [100].
A good illustration that compactification solves the outer
boundary problem is given by a depiction of characteristic
speeds on the numerical grid (Fig. 3). The outgoing speed
of characteristics is nonvanishing finite at future null in-
finity. The incoming speed, on the other hand, vanishes
because future null infinity is itself an incoming null
surface (Fig. 2). No outer boundary conditions are needed
because there are no incoming characteristics from the
outer boundary.
Note that the compactifying coordinate is conceptually
independent from the hyperboloidal foliation. We can
choose any compactifying coordinate along the spacelike
surfaces of our foliation compatible with scri-fixing. The
choice of hyperboloidal foliation and compactification
together determines the structure of characteristics on
the numerical grid. The choices for Fig. 3 ensure that the
outgoing characteristic speed is unity in the layer. In the
next section, we discuss how to achieve this.
B. Explicit construction of the hyperboloidal layer
There are different ways to construct a hyperboloidal
layer. One we find most lucid is to consider the expression
of outgoing null rays in local coordinates. In standard
waveform extraction methods, the solution is computed
along t surfaces and the waveform is plotted along the
outgoing null surfaces t r. Naturally, we would like to
keep the expression of outgoing null rays invariant in our
formulation. We would also like to keep the time direction
invariant, so that ringdown frequencies or decay rates that
we compute are physical. Our requirements for a suitable
hyperboloidal layer are as follows:
(1) The exterior timelike Killing vector field in local
coordinates is kept invariant in the layer.
(2) The outgoing null rays in local coordinates is kept
invariant in the layer.
(3) The local coordinates in the layer agree with the
standard ft; rg coordinates at the interface.
Now, we formalize these requirements. The first require-
ment gives a relation between the new time coordinate 
and the standard time coordinate t. The requirement that
the Killing field is kept invariant translates into @t ¼ @.
This condition is fulfilled by a transformation of the form
 ¼ t hðrÞ; (6)
where the function hðrÞ is called the height function. The
height function can only depend on spatial coordinates to
leave the timelike Killing field invariant. We let the height
function depend only on the tortoise coordinate because
our problem is spherically symmetric.
Under the transformation (6), the Schwarzschild metric
(1) becomes
g ¼ Aðd2  2Hddr þ ð1H2Þdr2Þ þ r2d2; (7)
where H  dh=dr is called the boost function. For
example, ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates are
obtained with H ¼ 2=r. Similarly, Painleve´-Gullstrand
coordinates are obtained with H ¼  ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi2=rp . The constant
time hypersurfaces in these coordinates foliate the event
horizon instead of intersecting at the bifurcation sphere and
are therefore suitable for excision. Note that both choices
give H ¼ 1 at the horizon [105].
We require an analogous behavior in the asymptotic
domain, in the sense that the resulting surfaces should
foliate future null infinity instead of intersecting at spatial
infinity. The analogy with excision indicates that one needs
to satisfy H ¼ 1 at infinity. The choice of a suitable boost
function follows from the second item in our list. We
require that the outgoing null rays in local coordinates is
kept invariant. Denoting the layer coordinates with f; g,
we require
t r ¼  ; (8)
where  is a yet unspecified compactifying coordinate. By
combining Eqs. (6) and (8), we get for the height function
hðrÞ ¼ r  ðrÞ. Taking the derivative of this equation
with respect to r, we obtain the following relation between
the boost function H and the Jacobian dðrÞ=dr of the
spatial compactification
d
dr
¼ 1H: (9)
The Jacobian of any compactification vanishes at the do-
main boundary, so we have H ¼ 1 at null infinity.
The condition (8) has two important consequences.
First, the outgoing characteristic speed, which is þ1 in
the inner domain, remainsþ1 also across the hyperboloidal
40 20 20 40 60
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
Characteristic speed
FIG. 3. Characteristic speeds on the numerical grid as given in
Eq. 3. The dashed line denotes the location of the interface
between the inner domain and the hyperboloidal layer. The
outgoing speed has the same value in the inner domain as in
the layer, whereas the incoming speed smoothy approaches zero
in the layer.
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layer. Second, the incoming characteristic speed, which is
1 in the inner domain, smoothly decreases in the layer to
reach zero at future null infinity. This is easily seen by
writing the Schwarzschild metric (7) using the compactify-
ing coordinate  as1
g ¼ A

d2  2H
1Hddþ
1þH
1H d
2

þ rðÞ2d2:
(10)
The outgoing (cþ) and incoming (c) characteristic speeds
of spherically symmetric null surfaces read
cþ ¼ 1; c ¼  1H1þH : (11)
Note that c ¼ 0 at the outer boundary of the -domain,
where H ¼ 1 by (9). The speeds are plotted in Fig. 3 for a
particular choice of spatial compactification that we de-
scribe in Sec. III C.
Let us now discuss the third condition in our list, namely,
the requirement that the new coordinates f; g agree with
standard coordinates ft; rg at the interface between the
inner domain and the hyperboloidal layer. This condition
can be fulfilled by a suitable choice of the compactifying
coordinate. The spatial compactification rðÞ shall have
the following differentiability properties along the inter-
face at r ¼ R
rðRÞ ¼ R; (12)
dr
d
¼R¼ 1; (13)
dkr
dk
¼R¼ 0; k > 1 (14)
These relations imply that the coordinates r and , and
therefore t and , agree along the interface to kth order. We
give an explicit choice for the compactification rðÞ in
Sec. III C.
For completeness, we finally depict in Fig. 4 the global
structure of the characteristics propagating along the nu-
merical grid f; g in a suitable hyperboloidal compactifi-
cation. The outgoing characteristics are straight lines with
45 degrees to the -axis, just as for the ft; rg coordinates.
In agreement with Eq. (11) and Fig. 3, there are no incom-
ing characteristics from the outer boundary.
A point where our approach can be further improved is
indicated in Fig. 4. We truncate the infinite computational
domain in r to the left arbitrarily at r ¼ 50. As a result,
there are incoming modes from the inner boundary that
need to be set by artificial boundary conditions. This
procedure can contaminate the interior solution and make
the calculation of GWs absorbed by the black hole inaccu-
rate (for example, to reduce contamination Ref. [106]
uses a very large value of the extraction radius, rextr ¼
1500M, for computing the absorbed fluxes). In addition,
the efficiency of the numerical computation is reduced by
the coordinates used near the black hole. We accept these
disadvantages because wewant to describe the dynamics of
the test-mass using ft; rg coordinates, exactly as in Paper I.
A way to avoid the inner timelike boundary near the
black-hole horizon is to work in horizon-penetrating coor-
dinates in combination with excision. Then one needs to
transform the RWZ equations, their sources, as well as the
relative dynamics of the binary, that we used in Paper I, to
horizon-penetrating coordinates (coordinate-independent
expressions for the RWZ equations and sources are explic-
itly given in Ref. [92,96]). Using a horizon-penetrating,
hyperboloidal foliation is the cleanest option to compute
accurately both the asymptotic and the absorbed waves.
Alternatively, one can construct such coordinates also by
attaching an internal layer to the truncated ft; rg domain so
that the event horizon, r ¼ 1, is compactified. Because
our main focus in this study is on the asymptotic wave-
form, we use the hyperboloidal layer only in the exterior
asymptotic domain.
C. Spatial compactification
We present the form of the compactifying coordinate
that we use in our numerical calculations. We transform r
by introducing a compactifying coordinate  via
r ¼ ðÞ ; (15)
where ðÞ is a suitable function of  (not to be confused
with the orbital frequency in Sec. II). The function ðÞ
has similar properties as the conformal factor in the con-
formal compactification of asymptotically flat spacetimes
proposed by Penrose [107,108]. For the regularity of the
40 20 0 20 40 600
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20
30
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50
FIG. 4. The structure of the characteristics on the numerical
grid. Compare Figs. 1–3.
1Note that the metric in Eq. (10) is singular at the boundary
because the Jacobian of any compactification is singular. This
singularity can be rescaled away with a conformal factor, but
such a rescaling is not necessary for our purposes because the
RWZ equation in hyperboloidal compactification is regular
without an explicit conformal rescaling of the background [86].
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transformation in the interior, we require that  has a
definite sign, say, > 0 for all  < S, where S denotes
the coordinate location of null infinity, and therefore the
zero set of . To map the infinite domain R  r <þ1
to the finite domain R    S, we require
ðSÞ ¼ 0; 0ðSÞ  0 (16)
where 0  d=d.
In addition, we also require that our coordinates agree
with standard coordinates in an inner domain. Therefore,
we set  ¼ 1 for all   R, where R denotes the loca-
tion of the interface. The transition to the layer at this
interface needs to be sufficiently smooth for a stable nu-
merical implementation. We require in accordance with
Eqs. (13) and (14)
dk
dk
¼R¼ 0 with k  1: (17)
The maximum value of k for which the above property is
satisfied determines the differentiability of the layer.
By differentiating Eq. (15), we get with Eq. (9)
HðÞ ¼ 1 
2
 0 : (18)
The form of the compactifying coordinate (15) is conve-
nient because it allows us to control the hyperboloidal
foliation by a suitable function ðÞ via Eq. (18). It also
makes the connection to the definition of asymptotic flat-
ness within the Penrose conformal compactification picture
clear. However, we emphasize that, in our specific case, we
can also use a more general transformation than (15), which
fulfills the conditions of a coordinate compactification.
IV. THE RWZ EQUATIONS
In this section, we discuss the RWZ equations as im-
plemented numerically. For the relations of the RWZ mas-
ter function with the asymptotic observable quantities see
Appendix B.
A. The RWZ equations in the interior
In the interior domain, the RWZ equations with a point-
particle source are written as in Paper I. Given the dynam-
ics of the particle, one solves the following two decoupled
partial differential equations for each multipole ð‘;mÞ of
even (e) or odd (o) type2
@2t
ðe=oÞ
‘m  @2rðe=oÞ‘m þ Vðe=oÞ‘ ðe=oÞ‘m ¼ Sðe=oÞ‘m ; (19)
with source terms Sðe=oÞ‘m that are explicit functions of
the phase-space variables ðr; pÞ. The sources have the
structure
Sðe=oÞ‘m ¼Gðe=oÞ‘m ðr;tÞðrrðtÞÞþFðe=oÞ‘m ðr;tÞ@rðrrðtÞÞ;
(20)
where rðtÞ is here indicating the particle radial coordinate.
The explicit expressions for the sources are given in
Eqs. (20)–(21) of [18], to which we address the reader
for further technical details. In our approach the distribu-
tional -function is approximated by a narrow Gaussian of
finite width  M (see Sec. VB).
B. The RWZ equations in the hyperboloidal layer
As explained in Sec. III, there are three essential steps to
the construction of the hyperboloidal layer:
(1) Introduce a new time coordinate , Eq. (6), that
preserves the stationarity of the background,
@t ¼ @ )  ¼ t h: (21)
(2) Fix the time coordinate such that the expression of
the outgoing null rays is invariant in the layer,
t r ¼  ) H ¼ 1 ddr : (22)
(3) Choose a suitable compactifying coordinate  so
that the coordinates in the layer agree with the
coordinates near the black hole, satisfying the con-
ditions (12)–(14).
The whole prescription results in is a simple coordinate
transformation, ft; rg ! f; g, that satisfies the above
properties. The derivative operators in standard coordi-
nates transform as
@t ¼ @; @r ¼ H@ þ ð1HÞ@: (23)
Applying this transformation on Eq. (19) (dropping all
multipolar indices)
ð@2t  @2r þ VÞ ¼ S; (24)
we get for the wave operator in the new coordinates
@2t  @2r ¼ ð1H2Þ@2 þ ð1HÞð2H@@
þ ð1HÞ@2  ð@HÞð@ þ @ÞÞ:
We can take out a (1H) term from the operator. We need
to be careful with the lower order terms in (24). The source
term is compactly supported in a neighborhood of the
particle in the interior domain and therefore is not a con-
cern. The potential, however, is nonvanishing in the wave
zone. Its falloff behavior is essential for the applicability of
the hyperboloidal method [86]. The potential in the RWZ
equation falls off as r2 both for even and odd parity
perturbations. Therefore, we can introduce the rescaled
potential
V  V=ð1HÞ; (25)
2In our case, these correspond, respectively, to multipoles with
‘þm ¼ even and ‘þm ¼ odd.
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which has a regular limit at null infinity. To see this,
consider, for example, the odd-parity (Regge-Wheeler)
potential
VðoÞ ¼ 1
r2

‘ð‘þ 1Þ  6
r

; (26)
we have with (18)
V ðoÞ ¼ V
ðoÞ
1H ¼
ð 0Þ
2r

‘ð‘þ 1Þ  6
r

; (27)
where r  r. The rescaled Schwarzschild radius r has
a nonvanishing limit at infinity because r and r coincide
asymptotically. As a result, we have r ¼  ¼ S at infin-
ity. An analogue regular expression holds also for the even-
parity (Zerilli) potential.
Then, we can write the RWZ equation in the layer as
 ð1þHÞ@2 2H@@þ ð1HÞ@2
 ð@HÞð@ þ @Þþ V ¼ 0: (28)
From this form of the equation, it is immediately clear that
setting H ¼ 0 recovers the standard RWZ Eq. (19). We
also see that the equation is regular and pure outflow at
infinity (H ¼ 1).
V. NUMERICS
The numerical technique employed in our code is a
standard combination of finite-difference approximation
for the spatial derivatives and Runge-Kutta methods for
time integration [10,86]. In this section, we briefly review
the method.
A. Numerical methods
Our code solves the RWZ equation in first-order-in-time
second-order-in-space form adopting the method of lines
and the Runge-Kutta 4th order scheme. The right hand side
is discretized in space on a uniform grid in the coordinate
 2 ½min; S	R , where R denotes the interface to the
hyperboloidal layer and S the coordinate location of Iþ.
Finite differences are employed for the derivatives. We use
4th order central stencils in the bulk, lopsided or sided
4th order stencils for the outermost points ( ¼ min and
 ¼ S). No boundary data is prescribed at Iþ, whereas
maximally dissipative 4th order convergent outgoing
boundary conditions [109] are imposed at the inner bound-
ary. Kreiss-Oliger type dissipation is added to the RWZ
equation. The particle trajectory is updated using a 4th
order Runge-Kutta integrator with adaptive time-step. The
convergence of the code is demonstrated in Appendix A.
In our numerical computations, we set
 ¼ 1

 R
S R

4
ð RÞ; (29)
though various other choices are possible. The step func-
tion, ð RÞ, indicates that compactification is per-
formed only for  > R. We choose the numerical
domain as ½min; S	R ¼ ½50; 70	50; Figs. 1, 3, and 4 refer
to these settings. For the production runs that we present
below, the -domain is covered by 12001 points, that
correspond to gridspacing  ¼ 0:01.
B. Particle treatment
Following previous work [10,18], the -function in the
RWZ source is represented by a narrow Gaussian of finite
width  <  M. The hyperboloidal compactification
has an advantage also on the treatment of the Dirac distri-
bution via a smooth Gaussian because most of the computa-
tional resources are used for the strong-field, bulk region so
that narrow Gaussians can be efficiently resolved. For the
production runs that we present below, we use  ¼ 0:08M.
We inject zero initial data for the RWZ master functions
switching on the sources progressively in time3 following
the prescription [110],
S
S
exp½a0ðt t0Þ	 þ 1 ; (30)
where typically a0 ¼ 1=M and t0 ¼ 40M. We observed
that this smooth switch-on significantly reduces the (local-
ized)‘‘junk’’ radiation contained in the initial data, without,
obviously, eliminating it completely.
VI. RESULTS
Let us briefly summarize our main results. In Sec. VIA,
we focus on circular orbits to assess the performance of our
new numerical implementation. We compute the gravita-
tional energy flux emitted at null infinity by a particle on
stable circular orbits and compare it with the semianalytic
data of Fujita et al. [113]. We also compute (and character-
ize) the GWenergy flux emitted by the particle on unstable
circular orbits. In particular, we extract from the data the
corresponding residual amplitude corrections ‘m intro-
duced in Ref. [39]. We focus then on the transition from
quasicircular inspiral to plunge, merger and ringdown. In
Sec. VI B, we discuss the total gravitational waveform,
including up to ‘max ¼ 8 multipoles, extracted at Iþ.
This waveform is then compared in Sec. VI B 1 to wave-
forms extracted at finite-radii. We estimate phase and
amplitude differences and test the standard extrapolation
procedure that is routinely applied to NR waveforms. In
Sec. VI C, a self-consistency check of the treatment of the
dynamics is presented. Our prescription for the radiation
reaction is checked on consistency (even beyond the LSO
crossing) between the GW angular momentum flux
extracted at Iþ and the (5PN EOB-resummed) mechanical
3This approach has been suggested to reduce the impact of Jost
solutions [110–112].
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angular momentum loss F ’. In Sec. VID we compute the
final and maximum gravitational recoil of the final black-
hole in the ! 0 limit, obtaining a more accurate estimate
than the ones given in Paper I.
A. Circular orbits
1. Accuracy: comparison with data by Fujita et al.
As a test of the accuracy of our new setup, we compute
the gravitational wave energy and angular momentum
fluxes emitted by a particle on stable circular orbits. For
each orbital radius, r0 (in units of M hereafter), we con-
sider the complete multipolar waveform (up to ‘max ¼ 8)
measured at Iþ and compute the fluxes summing together
all multipoles via Eqs. (B2) and (B3). We consider circular
orbits belonging to both the stable branch (r0  6) and the
unstable branch (3< r0 < 6). The computation of the GW
fluxes from stable circular orbits in Schwarzschild space-
time has been performed several times in the past, with
different integration techniques (either in time domain or
in frequency domain) and with increasing level of accuracy
[106,113–117]. Currently, the method that yields the most
accurate results is the one developed by Fujita et al. [113],
which allows for the computation of emitted fluxes with a
relative error of order 1014. We checked the accuracy of
our numerical setup (finite differencing with a hyperbol-
oidal layer and wave extraction at Iþ) by considering a
small sample of stable orbits, with radii in the range
6  r0  7:9456 and spaced by r0 ¼ 0:1 for 6 
r0  7. The full multipolar information for r0 ¼ 7:9456
(both energy and angular momentum fluxes) is listed in
Table II in Appendix A, so to facilitate the comparison with
published data [106,114]. In addition, a direct comparison
with the data kindly given to us by Ryuichi Fujita and
computed as in Ref. [113], that we consider ‘‘exact’’,
reveals that our finite-differencing, time-domain computa-
tion is rather accurate: The relative difference
F‘m=F
Exact
‘m ¼ ðFRWZ‘m  FExact‘m Þ=FExact‘m in energy flux is
below 0.8% in almost every multipolar channel (see
Appendix A for more detailed information). Summing
together all multipoles, we find that the total energy flux,
dominated by the modes with smaller values of ‘ and
with m ¼ ‘, agrees with the exact data within 0.02%. In
Fig. 5, we show the relative difference between total
fluxes, F=FExact ¼ ðFRWZ  FExactÞ=FExact (summed up
to ‘max ¼ 8), versus x ¼ 1=r0.
2. Total energy flux, unstable orbits and the
exact multipolar amplitudes ‘m
Now that we have assessed the accuracy of our finite-
difference, time-domain code, we calculate the GWenergy
flux for unstable circular orbits, i.e. orbits with radii in the
range 3< r0 < 6. This computation has received a rather
poor attention in the literature. To our knowledge, the only
computation along unstable orbits was performed in
Ref. [39] for the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 flux and with less good
accuracy than what we are able to do here. In [39], it was
pointed out that the knowledge of the emitted flux also
below the LSO might be helpful to improve the resumma-
tion of the residual amplitude corrections ‘m that enter the
factorized (EOB-resummed) multipolar waveform intro-
duced there.
We compute the multipolar fluxes for a sample of
unstable circular orbits with 3:1  r0 < 6, spaced by
r0 ¼ 0:1. Figure 6 shows in the top panel (as a solid
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FIG. 5 (color online). Stable circular orbits: fractional differ-
ence between the RWZ total energy flux computed with our code
and extracted at Iþ (up to ‘ ¼ 8) and the corresponding semi-
analytic data computed by Fujita et al. [113].
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FIG. 6 (color online). Newton-normalized total gravitational
wave energy flux summed up to ‘ ¼ 8. The analytical (5PN-
accurate, EOB-resummed) flux is compared with the numerical
points, that include also unstable circular orbits. The vertical
dashed line indicates the LSO location at x ¼ 1=6.
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line with circles) the two branches together, both for stable
and unstable orbits, of the Newton-normalized total energy
flux, F^ ¼ F‘m=FN22, summed over all multipoles up to
‘max ¼ 8. The vertical dashed line indicates the location
of the LSO at x ¼ 1=6.
It is interesting to ask how reliable is the 5PN-accurate
EOB-resummed analytical representation of the flux over
the sequence of unstable orbits. We recall that Ref. [39]
introduced a specific factorization and resummation of the
PN waveform such that the related analytical flux was
found to agree very well with the numerical one (see
Fig. 1d of [39]). For this reason, the top panel of Fig. 6
additionally shows the energy flux constructed analytically
from the resummed circularized multipolar waveform of
[39] that includes all the 5PN-accurate terms computed in
[101]. The relative difference between fluxes is plotted in
the bottom panel. The figure indicates a remarkable agree-
ment between the analytical and numerical fluxes also for
circular orbits below the LSO, with a relative difference
that is almost always below 5%. Note that the difference
becomes as large as 10% only for the last 6–7 orbits, which
are very close to the light ring (x ¼ 1=3). It is, however,
remarkable that the analytical expression for the flux,
based on suitably resummed 5PN-accurate (only) results
remains rather reliable in a region were the velocity of the
orbiting particle is about half the speed of light. It will be
interesting in the future to perform such a comparison with
the 14PN-accurate expression of the waveform recently
computed analytically by Fujita [103].
In the spirit of the factorized form of the multipolar
waveform entering the analytical flux, Eqs. (4) and (5),
the most important information one wants to extract from
the numerical data is the behavior of the residual ampli-
tudes Exact‘m ðxÞ also along unstable orbits. These quantities
are the real unknowns of the problem, since all other
factors, i.e. the source SðÞðxÞ and the tail factor T‘mðxÞ,
are known analytically. In this respect, the complete
knowledge of the Exact‘m ’s brings in the full strong-field
information that is only partially available via their PN
expansion The computation of Exact‘m was performed for the
first time in Ref. [39]. It was restricted mainly to stable
orbits, with multipoles up to ‘max ¼ 6, and was based on
the numerical data computed by Emanuele Berti [116,117].
In addition, as mentioned above, a small sample of un-
stable orbits were also considered to explore the behavior
of Exact22 toward the light ring.
The exact Exact‘m are obtained from the partial fluxes
FExact‘m as
Exact;ðÞ‘m ðxÞ ¼
8<
:
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FExact‘m =F
Newton
‘m
q
jT‘mjS^ðÞ
9=
;
1=‘
(31)
where the source SðÞ is either the energy (for even-parity
multipoles,  ¼ 0), or the Newton-normalized angular
momentum (for odd-parity multipoles,  ¼ 1) along
circular orbits, i.e.
S^ ð0ÞðxÞ ¼ 1 2xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 3xp (32)
S^ ð1ÞðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 3xp : (33)
The square modulus of the tail factor T‘m reads [23,39]
jT‘mj2 ¼ 1ð‘!Þ2
4 ^^k
1 e4 ^^k
Y‘
s¼1
½s2 þ ð2^^kÞ2	 (34)
where
^^k ¼ mx3=2.
The result of the computation is presented in Fig. 7, in-
cluding multipoles up to ‘max ¼ 7. The figure clearly shows
that, for some multipoles, the quasilinear behavior of the
‘mðxÞ above theLSO (explained indetail in [39]) is replaced
by a more complicated shape below the LSO, where high-
order corrections seem relevant. The figure completes below
the LSO the data of Fig. 3 of [39], where only stable orbits
were considered. Indeed, in the stable branch, the curves
presented here perfectly overlap with those of [39].
We postpone to future work the analytical understanding
of the behavior of the various Exactlm when x! 1=3. On the
basis of the analytical information already contained inFig. 5
of Ref. [39], it seems unlikely that the current 5PN-accurate
analytical knowledge of the ‘mðxÞ functions can by itself
explain the structure of the Exactlm close to the light-ring. It
will be interesting to see whether this structure can be fully
accounted for by the 14PN-accurate results of Ref. [103].
B. Gravitational radiation from inspiral, plunge,
merger and ringdown
Now we discuss the properties of the gravitational wave
signal emitted by the five binaries with  ¼
102;3;4;5;6. The initial relative separation is r0 ¼ 7
for  ¼ 102;3;4, r0 ¼ 6:3 for  ¼ 105 and r0 ¼ 6:1
for  ¼ 106. These latter values are chosen so that
the evolution time is approximately equally long for
 ¼ 104;5;6 ( 400 inspiral orbits, see Table I). The
relative dynamics is started using post-circular initial data
as described in [18,30], assuring a negligible initial amount
of eccentricity. The system is then driven by radiation
reaction, Eq. (3), into a (long) quasiadiabatic inspiral,
which is then smoothly followed by the nonadiabatic
plunge phase, which terminates with the merger
of the two bodies and the final ringdown. The relative
dynamics and the multipolar structure of the waveforms
are qualitatively the same as described in Paper I and II.
Let us discuss the mass ratio  ¼ 103 as case study. We
counted about 40 orbits up to merger,4 defined as the time
4With a slight abuse of definition, we consider the number of
‘‘orbits’’ as the value of the orbital phase at the end of the
dynamical evolution divided by 2. In doing so we are also
including in the computation the plunge phase, where the dy-
namics is nonadiabatic and cannot be approximated by a se-
quence of circular orbits.
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at which the particle crosses the light-ring (r ¼ 3). Figure 8
(displayed also in Paper II and Ref. [9]) shows the
Rhþ=ðMÞ polarization, Eq. (B1), of the gravitational
waveform for this binary along the fiducial direction
ð	;’Þ ¼ ð=4; 0Þ for various multipolar approximation.
The waveforms are displayed versus retarded time at Iþ,
 S. The most accurate waveform includes the multi-
poles up to ‘max ¼ 8 (dash-dotted line). Summing up to
‘max ¼ 4 captures most of the behavior up to the light
ring crossing (tLR, vertical dashed line), while the higher
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FIG. 7 (color online). The exact functions ‘m extracted from the numerical fluxes for 1=7:9456  x  1=3:1. The vertical dashed
line indicates the LSO location, x ¼ 1=6.
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multipoles are more relevant during the late-plunge phase
and ringdown. Note also the importance of the m ¼ 0
modes during the ringdown.
1. Comparing waves extracted at Iþ and at finite radii
Access to the radiation at Iþ enables us to evaluate
finite-distance effects in the waveform phase and ampli-
tude. We work again with mass ratio  ¼ 103 only and
compare waves extracted at Iþ with those extracted
at three large, but finite, extraction radii rextr =M ¼
ð250; 500; 1000Þ. Figure 9 displays the phase differences

‘m  
Iþ‘m 
r
extr
‘m (left panels) and the fractional am-
plitude difference A‘m=A‘m  ðAIþ‘m  Ar
extr
‘m Þ=AI
þ
‘m (right
panels) for the most relevant multipoles. On average, the
phase differences accumulated between waves at
rextr =M ¼ 250 and at Iþ is 
‘m  0:125 0:25 rad,
which decreases to 
‘m  0:05 rad when rextr =M ¼
1000. The corresponding fractional variation of the ampli-
tude is A‘m=A‘m  0:2% for rextr =M ¼ 250, which drops
down by roughly a factor of 10 for rextr =M ¼ 1000. The
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FIG. 8 (color online). The Rhþ=ðMÞ polarization (from
Eq. (B1)) of the gravitational waveform for  ¼ 103. The top
panel shows the complete wave train ( 40 orbits up to merger).
The bottom panel focuses around the merger time and illustrates
the impact of subdominant multipoles. The vertical dashed line
indicates the light-ring crossing time by the point-particle.
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FIG. 9 (color online). Phase difference (left panels) and relative amplitude difference (right panels) between multipoles extracted at
Iþ and at finite radii. Extraction radii are rextr =M ¼ ð250; 500; 1000Þ. Data refer to the  ¼ 103 binary.
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phase differences shown in Fig. 9 are significant, in
that they are much larger than the numerical uncertainty
(
 106; see convergence results in Appendix A).
An interesting feature that is common to both the phase
difference and the fractional amplitude difference is that
their variation is rather small during the inspiral, then
decreases abruptly during the plunge (the LSO crossing
is at tLSO ¼ u ¼ 4076:1 for this binary) and the smallest
values are reached during the ringdown. The multipolar
behavior of Fig. 9 carries over to the total gravitational
waveform. Figure 10 shows the phase difference between
the total polarization Rhþ=ðMÞ extracted at Iþ and at
finite radii. The phase difference amounts to (on average)

 0:125 rad for rextr =M ¼ 250 and 
 0:025 rad
for rextr =M ¼ 1000. Note that the modulation in the phase
difference is not numerical noise, but it is an actual physi-
cal feature due to the combination of the (different) de-
phasings of the various multipoles.
We finally note that our ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 EMR results are
consistent with the corresponding equal-mass results dis-
played in Fig. 10 of Ref. [118], where they compare the
extrapolated waveform to the one extracted at rextr=M ¼
225. After applying both a time and a phase shift to the
finite-radius waveform, they found that the accumulated
phase difference to the extrapolated waveform is of order
0.2 rad, i.e. about 2 times our (average) dephasing for the
rextr =M ¼ 250 waveform.
2. Extrapolating finite-radius waveforms to r!1
Now that we have shown that finite-radius effects
are significant, we use the data at Iþ to test, in a well
controllable setup, the standard extrapolation to r! 1
routinely applied to NR finite-radius waveforms.
Indicating with r the radius at which radiation is mea-
sured in NR simulations, the waveforms are extrapolated to
r! 1 by assuming an expansion in powers of 1=r (see
e.g. Refs. [47,48,50,118]),
fðu; rÞ ¼ X
K
k¼0
fkðuÞ
rk
; (35)
where f can be either the amplitude or the phase of the
gravitational waveform.5 The extrapolation procedure of
NR data is affected by the fictitious identification of a
background (Schwarzschild or Kerr) in the numerically
generated spacetime and by subtleties in the definition of
the retarted time for each observer (see e.g. Sec. IIB of
Ref. [48] and Sec. IIIC of Ref. [118]). Thanks to the
aforementioned CCE procedure to compute the GW signal
at Iþ, Ref. [55] was able to provide an independent check
of the extrapolation procedure. Reference [55] focused
on the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2c 4 waveform from an equal-mass
black-hole binary and considered data extracted at r=M ¼
ð280; 300; 400; 500; 600; 1000Þ as input for the extrapola-
tion procedure. Over the 1000M of evolution from early
inspiral to ringdown, Ref. [55] found a dephasing of
0.019 rad and a maximum fractional amplitude difference
of 1.08% between the extrapolated and the Iþ waveforms.
Our setup permits the validation of the expansion in
Eq. (35) and a quantification of the extrapolation errors
in the absence of ambiguities related to the definition of the
extraction spheres and retarded times on a dynamical
spacetime. The radius, r, is the areal radius of the
Schwarzschild background and the retarded time is by
construction u ¼  . To produce a meaningful com-
parison with the estimates of [55], we use waveforms
extracted at rextr =M ¼ ð250; 500; 750; 1000Þ as input for
the extrapolation procedure, and we work again with the
 ¼ 103 binary.
The phase and amplitude differences are plotted in
Fig. 11, where we show only ‘ ¼ 2 multipoles for definit-
ess (the picture does not change for other multipoles):
m ¼ 1 (left panel) and m ¼ 2 (right panel). Different lines
in the plot correspond to different choices of the maximum
power K in the polynomial expansion (35). The phase
difference between the wave at Iþ and the extrapolated
one decreases uniformly in time: It is between 102 and
103 rad when a linear polynomial (K ¼ 1) in 1=r is
assumed in Eq. (35) and it drops to between 104 and
105 when a cubic polynomial is used (K ¼ 3). In this
analysis we considered only up to K ¼ 3 because this
value seems to give the best compromise between noise
and accuracy when extrapolating NR waveforms [50,118].
We remark, however, that in our setup we are not limited in
the choice of K. This is evident in Fig. 12 where we use
higher values of K and more extraction radii rextr =M ¼
ð250; 500; 750; 1000; 2000; 4000Þ, for the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2
waveform. Both the phase and amplitude differences
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FIG. 10 (color online). Phase difference between the
Rhþ=ðMÞ total gravitational wave polarization at Iþ and at
finite radii. Data refer to the  ¼ 103 binary.
5In NR studies the extrapolation is usually applied to the
curvature waveform rc 4.
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decrease monotonically with increasing K, showing that
more powers in the expansion (35) lead to more accurate
extrapolation. The simple extrapolation formula (35)
proves robust and leads to reliable waveforms.
C. Angular momentum loss
The main uncertainty in our approach lies, as discussed
above, on the accuracy of the analytically resummed ra-
diation reaction, Eq. (3). Several studies [10,23] have
shown the consistency between the gravitational wave
angular momentum flux computed from the RWZ wave-
form (measured at a large, finite radius) and the mechanical
angular momentum lossF^ ’ obtained by suitably resum-
ming (a la Pade´) the Taylor-expanded PN flux [23], or via
the multiplicative decomposition of the waveform of
[23,39,101], as performed in [10]. In particular, Ref. [10]
pointed out a fractional difference between mechanical and
GWangular momentum fluxes at the 103 level up to (and
even below) the adiabatic LSO crossing. The common
drawback of these studies is that the target exact flux is
computed at a finite extraction radius (typically r=M ¼
1000), whereas the analytical F ’ is computed (by con-
struction) at Iþ. Because we can compute the RWZ flux at
Iþ, the comparison between the instantaneous GWangular
momentum flux _JGW=
2 and the mechanical angular mo-
mentum loss _JM=
2 ¼ F ’= is more meaningful, and
can be calculated without the ambiguity caused by a rela-
tive time-shift that one should include when _J=2 is com-
puted at a finite-radius (it was not included in [10] for
simplicity).
We focus first on the  ¼ 104 simulation. In Fig. 13 we
compare the mechanical angular momentum loss (changed
sign, F^ ’=, dashed line) to the instantaneous angular
momentum flux ( _JGW=
2, solid line) extracted at Iþ and
plotted versus the corresponding retarded time  S.
Since F^’ is parametrized by the mechanical time t, we
use this as x-axis label. The two vertical lines on the figure
indicate (from left to right) the particle crossing of the
adiabatic LSO location (r=M ¼ 6, tLSO ¼ 39974:40,
dashed black line), which can be considered approximately
as the end of the inspiral, and the light-ring crossing
(r=M ¼ 3, tLR ¼ 40388, dashed red line). Consistently
with the findings of Paper I (compare Fig. 8 in Paper I,
which used the flux at rextr =M ¼ 1000), the figures confirm
visually the good agreement between the two fluxes also
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FIG. 11 (color online). Fractional amplitude difference (top panels) and dephasing (bottom panel) between Iþ and extrapolated
waveforms. Note that we plot the log10. Multipoles are ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 (left panels) and ‘ ¼ 2, m ¼ 1 (right panels). Extraction radii are
r=M ’ ð250; 500; 750; 1000Þ. Different lines refer to different polynomial order in the extrapolation i.e. K in Eq. (35). The plot refers
to the  ¼ 103 binary.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Residual of amplitude (top) and phase
(bottom) between the Iþ and the extrapolated ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 wave-
form. Note that we plot the log10. Extraction radii are r
extr =M ¼
ð250; 500; 750; 1000; 2000; 4000Þ. Different lines refer to differ-
ent polynomial order in the extrapolation i.e. different K in
Eq. (35). Data refer to  ¼ 103 binary.
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below the LSO crossing, and actually almost during the
entire plunge phase. The relatively large difference be-
tween the fluxes around the light-ring crossing is due to
the lack of next-to-quasi-circular (NQC) corrections in the
waveform amplitude as well as of ringdown quasi-normal-
modes, in the analytically constructed _JM=
2. Note that
Paper II has explicitly shown how these corrections can be
effectively added to the ‘‘bare’’ inspiral resummed multi-
polar waveform that we use to compute radiation reaction
to obtain a much closer agreement between the waveform
moduli in the strong-field-fast-velocity regime. We work
with NQC-free radiation reaction because the late part of
the dynamics (and waveform) is practically unaffected by
details of the radiation reaction, as discussed in [23].
The qualitative agreement seen in Fig. 13 is depicted
more accurately in Fig. 14. The figure displays (for the
five mass ratios considered) the relative difference
ð _JM  _JGWÞ= _JM versus the orbital frequency M. For
reference, the LSO crossing frequency, MLSO 
 0:068,
is marked by a vertical dashed line (red online) in the
figure.6 For  ¼ 103, the relative difference is initially
at 2:5 103 and then it slowly increases to reach only
5 103 at the LSO crossing. These (rather small) differ-
ences are due to the limited PN knowledge (5PN) at which
the residual multipolar amplitudes ‘m are implemented in
the radiation reaction. When considering  ¼ 104, still
starting at r0 ¼ 7, the picture remains practically un-
changed (solid line in the figure), although the difference
is slightly larger at the LSO crossing and during the plunge.
The cases of  ¼ 105 and  ¼ 106 (that start, respec-
tively, at r0 ¼ 6:3 and r0 ¼ 6:1) are practically superposed
and one sees again a slight increase of the difference
around the LSO. This agreement is a strong indication
that the analytically resummed radiation-reaction force is
suitable to drive the dynamics of a (circularized) EMRI,
notably with  ¼ 106, an interesting source for LISA.7 In
the future, it should be explored how this agreement im-
proves when the 14PN-accurate corrections to the ‘m
from [103] are included in the flux.
As a last remark, Fig. 14 also highlights that the differ-
ences between the various curves become smaller and
smaller when ! 0. In particular, the curves for mass
ratios  ¼ 104;5;6 are almost superposed, which points
out that radiation reaction has little effect during the plunge
phase for these binaries. This fact suggests that, when
 & 104, the motion is ‘‘quasigeodesic’’ around and be-
low LSO crossing [10], i.e., it is a good approximation
to the geodesic plunge from the LSO [17,23,119,121].
D. Gravitational recoil
We update the calculation of the (! 0) recoil velocity
performed in Paper I (see also Ref. [9]) using the new
data extracted at Iþ and considering more mass ratios.
The linear momentum flux emitted in GWs is computed via
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FIG. 13 (color online). Late-time comparison between two
angular momentum losses for the binary with  ¼ 104. The
GW flux ( _JGW=
2, solid line) computed from the RWZ wave-
form and extracted at Iþ (including up to ‘max¼8 radiation
multipoles) is contrasted with the EOB-resummed, analytical
mechanical angular momentum loss F^ = (dashed line). The
two vertical lines correspond (from left to right) to the particle
crossing, respectively, the adiabatic LSO location (r ¼ 6, tLSO ¼
39974:40), and the light-ring location (r ¼ 3, tLR ¼ 40388).
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FIG. 14 (color online). (Color online). Relative difference
between the mechanical angular momentum loss and the GW
energy flux for the five mass ratios considered. The figure high-
lights how a very small fractional difference is maintained also
after the LSO crossing.
6Note that the other two apparent vertical lines are actually the
junk radiation corresponding to the beginning of the  ¼ 105
and  ¼ 106 simulations.
7A similar conclusion was also reached in Refs. [41,42], that
actually pointed out that one should properly calibrate the F ’
function to have an accurate representation of the EMRI dynamics.
Note however that here, contrarily to Refs. [41,42], we include in
the discussion also the late-inspiral and plunge regime.
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Eq. (B4) (with ‘max ¼ 7) and is integrated in time to obtain
the accumulated complex recoil velocity as
v  vx þ ivy ¼ v0  1M
Z t
t0
ðF Px þ iF Py Þdt: (36)
Here, t0 is the initial time of the simulation and v0 is the
initial velocity that the system has acquired from t ¼ 1
to t ¼ t0. We give a good approximation to v0 as in Sec. IV
of Paper I (and of Ref. [121]), i.e., by determining the
center of the hodograph (see Fig. 5 of Paper I) of the
complex recoil velocity during part of the inspiral.
Table I lists both the (modulus of) the maximum and the
final kick velocity for the five mass ratios considered,
together with the total number of orbits, Norbits, and the
number of orbits used to determine v0, N
orbits
0 . The uncer-
tainty in the numbers is on the last digit (of order 105)
and is estimated from the variation of jvendj and jvmaxj
when Norbits0 is modified.
8 Note that the values are slightly
larger than those of Table III of Paper I, which were
measured at rextr =M ¼ 1000. Because, as observed before,
the dynamics is practically independent on  for   104,
i.e. the motion is quasigeodesic, we can average the results
for  ¼ 104;5;6 in Table I so to obtain an estimate of the
final and maximum recoil in the  ¼ 0 case, with an
uncertainty given by the corresponding standard deviation.
This calculation gives vendkick=ðc2Þ ¼ 0:04474 0:00007
and vmaxkick=ðc2Þ ¼ 0:05248 0:00008.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we discussed, for the first time, the hyper-
boloidal layer method, introduced in Ref. [100], for the
computation of the gravitational radiation emitted by
large-mass-ratio compact binaries at null infinity. We used
a hyperboloidal layer in a perturbative, time-domain
method specifically designed for computing EMR (or
IMR) waveforms without the adiabatic assumption. The
method employs the RWZ formalism for wave generation
and an analytic, EOB-resummed, leading order, radiation
reaction for the dynamics of the particle [10,18,23,39,101].
Higher -dependent conservative and nonconservative cor-
rections to the relative dynamics, as present in the complete
EOB formalism, are neglected by construction. Merged
with the hyperboloidal method, the method efficiently
provides accurate waveforms at null infinity. These wave-
forms have already been used to calibrate effective next-to-
quasi-circular corrections to themultipolar EOB-waveform
(amplitude and phase) in the test-mass limit [22].
In this paper, beside providing an extensive discussion
of the hyperboloidal technique, we presented results con-
cerning the study of the gravitational radiation from circular
stable and unstable orbits, and from the coalescence of
circularized black-hole binaries with mass ratios  ¼
102;3;4;5;6. We improved quantitatively previous
work [9,10,18,23], where waves were extracted at finite
radii. The difference of the null infinity waveforms to
finite-radius and extrapolated waveforms are quantified in
detail. The waveforms produced in this work will be made
publicly available so to be used in data-analysis pipelines
for LISA-type science or for the Einstein Telescope.
Below we discuss our results individually, together with
an outlook.
Circular orbits. We computed the gravitational energy
flux emitted by a particle in geodesic circular motion. We
considered a sample of (strong field) circular orbits and
found that the flux agrees with the semianalytic data of
Fujita et al. [113] within at most a 0.8% in each multipole.
The total flux, summed up to ‘max ¼ 8, agrees always
within 0.02% for all orbits up to the LSO, r0 ¼ 6. We
considered also unstable circular orbits, 3:1  r0 < 6,
which are useful to test the performance of the waveform
resummation procedure below the LSO [39]. The Newton-
normalized energy flux computed within our approach
(considered exact for this comparison) is compared with
the homologous, EOB-resummed analytic expression. We
found a relative difference always below 5% until r0 ¼ 4:2
with a maximum of 10% at r0 ¼ 3:3. We also computed
from the numerical data the exact residual waveform am-
plitudes Exact‘m introduced in [39], although we did not
provide a thorough comparison with their 5PN-accurate
analytic counterparts [101].
High accuracy inspiral waveforms at null infinity. We
computed high accuracy waveforms covering the complete
transition from a (long,400 orbits for 3 mass ratios) quasi-
circular inspiral to plunge, merger and ringdown phases. The
phase and amplitude error bars on the dominantmultipoles, as
estimated from convergence tests, are 
 106 and
A=A 106. The multipolar structure of the gravitational
wave is qualitatively the same as reported in Paper I and II.
Self-consistency of the method. The perturbative method
proposed here has systematic uncertainties in the assumption
TABLE I. Computation of the kick velocity. From left to right,
the columns report: the mass ratio ; the initial separation r0; the
total number of orbits, the number of orbits used to determine an
approximate value of the correct initial kick velocity v0 (see
Sec. 4 of Paper I); the final kick velocity jvendj and the maximum
kick velocity jvmaxj.
 r0 N
orbits Norbits0 jvendj=ðc2Þ jvmaxj=ðc2Þ
102 7.0 6 2 0.0435(6) 0.0508(1)
103 7.0 40 14 0.0445(6) 0.0522(8)
104 7.0 375 123 0.0447(6) 0.0525(3)
105 6.3 349 115 0.0446(6) 0.0523(9)
106 6.1 396 133 0.0448(0) 0.0525(2)
8The perturbative treatment is not meant to give an accurate
estimate of the final recoil for  ¼ 102, because high-order,
-dependent corrections in the dynamics (and waveforms) are
important in this case. In fact, the NR simulation of Ref. [6]
gives jvendj=2 ¼ 0:037 0:002, which is 17% smaller than the
perturbative estimate. Nonetheless, the result of Ref. [6] is
consistent with the fit analysis of Fig. 7 of Paper I.
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made for the radiation reaction.To check the self-consistency
of our method we compared the mechanical angular
momentum loss and the angular momentum flux computed
from the waves. For   103, the relative disagreement
between the two is 2:5 103 at the beginning of the
simulations and reaches only 5103 at the LSO cross-
ing, which is then maintained up to orbital frequencyM
0:085. This agreement supports the reliability of the analyti-
cal resummed radiation-reaction model.
Comparison with finite-radii extraction. We found sig-
nificant differences in waveforms at finite radii and at Iþ.
For example, the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 multipole extracted at
rextr =M ¼ 250 differs from the Iþ waveform (on average)
by 
22  0:1 rad and by A22=A22  0:2% during the
late-inspiral and plunge; the differences reduce to 
22 
0:025 rad and A22=A22  0:01% at rextr =M ¼ 1000.
Such differences, though small, are relevant in the com-
parison with the EOB-resummed analytic waveform [22].
Extrapolation to infinite extraction radius. We extrapo-
lated the finite-radius waveforms to infinite radius using a
simple 1=r-polynomial expression, Eq. (36), as routinely
applied to NR waveforms. Considering the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2
waveform, we found that the dephasing between the ex-
trapolated and the Iþ waveforms reaches 103 rad using a
linear polynomial in 1=r and extraction radii below
1000M. In our setup, the dephasing can be made small to
the level of our uncertainties, by simply improving the
extrapolation procedure:,, for example, it drops to 106
using larger radii (up to 4000M) and higher powers
(K ¼ 5) in the extrapolation. Note that we work within
perturbation theory where a fixed, explicitly spherically
symmetric background is given. In NR, the extrapolation
procedure is not as well-defined due to various factors
such as the (arbitrary) definition of a retarded time, the
negligence of gauge dynamics, the identification of a
fiducial background, and the use of coordinate spheres.
Consequently, the dephasings can be several orders
of magnitude larger for NR waveforms of coalescing
black-hole binaries [55,118]. This observation emphasizes
the importance of using unambiguous extraction proce-
dures to compute NR waveforms at Iþ, such as the CCE
implemented by Ref. [55].
Gravitational recoil. We updated the final recoil com-
puted in Paper I and in Ref. [9]. We computed the maxi-
mum and final kick for several mass ratios (see Table I) and
then extrapolated these values to the ! 0 limit. Our
final estimates for the maximum and final recoil velocities
are vmaxkick=ðc2Þ ¼ 0:05248 0:00008 and vendkick=ðc2Þ ¼
0:04474 0:00007. These values can be used together
with NR data to provide fitting formulas valid for all values
of  (see Paper I).
Outlook. An important development that is called for the
future is the computation of the gravitational radiation
emitted in the coalescence of noncircularized binary
systems. In the IMR regime, these systems might be
interesting sources for the Einstein Telescope or for planned
space interferometers. Within the EOB approach, there are
prescriptions [122,123] to resum the radiation reaction in
the noncircularized case and to account for the radiation-
reaction driven evolution of the eccentricity. Such prescrip-
tions (in their  ¼ 0 limit) can be easily implemented in our
framework and we plan to do it in a future study.
It will be interesting to motivate analytically the behav-
ior of the residual (numerical) amplitudes Exact‘m along the
sequence of unstable circular orbits. To do so, it will be
necessary to compare our results with the 14PN-accurate
analytical expressions recently obtained by Fujita [103].
The assessment of the accuracy of the analytical ‘m’s for
unstable orbits might then be useful to study the dynamical
modification to geodesic zoom-whirl orbits due to the
action of (EOB-resummed) radiation reaction.
Such studies would also benefit from technical improve-
ments of the finite-difference, time-domain RWZ infra-
structure. Possible improvements for the future are the
implementation of horizon-penetrating coordinates to in-
crease efficiency and remove reflections from the inner
boundary, a better implementation of the initial data that
satisfies the linearized Einstein constraint equations, and
the use of higher order finite-difference methods to reduce
numerical truncation error. One can also extend our nu-
merical framework to spinning black holes by solving,
instead of the RWZ equation, the Teukolsky equation for
computing the gravitational waves emitted by a small black
hole inspiraling into a rotating black hole.
The waveforms produced in this work can be used as a
benchmark for the consistency of NR results in the large-
mass-ratio limit [6,7].
Finally, we hope that this work will motivate future
efforts towards a full understanding of the hyperboloidal
initial value problem in nonlinear general relativity, with
particular attention to its application in numerical relativity.
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APPENDIX A: CONVERGENCE TESTS
AND ERRORBARS
In thisAppendix, we present the convergence tests and an
estimate of the errors on our data to validate our numerical
approach. We observe the expected 4th order convergence,
but also a progressive degradation of the quality of data
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relative to subdominant multipoles with ‘ > 6 and decreas-
ing index m ‘. In the following we consider the domain
½min; S	R ¼ ½50; 70	50 discretized with N ¼ f3001;
6001; 12001g points, that correspond to low, medium and
high resolution. All data discussed in the bulk of the paper
were obtained using the high resolution. The Courant factor
is cfl ¼ 0:5, the Kreiss–Oliger dissipation factor is  ¼
0:007, the mass ratio considered for the tests is  ¼ 102,
and thewaves are extracted at Iþ. In the following plots we
use the coordinate time  on the horizontal axis.
We start by considering the waveforms emitted by a
particle in stable circular orbits (no radiation reaction) at
r0 ¼ 7:9456. This value of the radius is chosen here
because it allows for an immediate comparison with
published information [106,114]. Figure 15 shows the
differences between low and medium resolution data and
the difference between medium and high resolution data
scaled for 4th order convergence (scaling factor, s ¼ 16) of
the real (top panel) and the imaginary (bottom panel) part
of the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 waveform. The differences are super-
posed, thus indicating that the code converges at the correct
rate. The plot does not show the initial junk radiation, but
only the part of the wave that is used below to calculate the
GWenergy flux. The behavior remains the same for all the
subdominant multipoles. For multipoles ‘  4 andm! 1,
however, the amplitude of the solution becomes smaller
and smaller (e.g. j61j ¼ A61 ’ 1011), until it becomes at
the same order as round-off numerical noise, and thus
cannot be disentangled from it. In addition, such small-
amplitude waves can also be polluted by reflections of the
initial junk radiation (that remain always of the same order
of magnitude for each multipole) from the internal bound-
ary. In order to obtain cleaner data and to estimate the
convergence rate in these cases, we smooth the correspond-
ing waves with a digital polynomial filter. The measure-
ment of the convergence rate, however, becomes
progressively more difficult for ‘  4 and, even with the
smoothing, the (8, 1) and (7, 1) modes are completely
polluted by high-frequency noise. Increasing the artificial
dissipation in the code does not improve the results. In the
future, we shall investigate the possibility of reducing the
initial junk radiation by improving the initial data set up.
We shall also consider the use of higher-order differential
operators. We recall, however, that the higher ‘ modes are
progressively less relevant for the total waveform.
We finally list in Table II the values of the GWenergy and
angular momentum fluxes emitted at r0 ¼ 7:9456, to be
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FIG. 15 (color online). Convergence of real (top) and imagi-
nary (bottom) part of the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 waveform generated by a
particle on a circular orbit at r0 ¼ 7:9456. The plots show the
differences between low and medium resolution data and the
difference between medium and high resolution data scaled for
4th order convergence.
TABLE II. Gravitational energy and angular momentum fluxes
at Iþ for a particle on a circular orbit of radius r0 ¼ 7:9456.
Compare with Refs. [106,114].
‘ m _E=2 _J=2
2 1 8:1632 107 1:8283 105
2 2 1:7065 104 3:8220 103
3 1 2:1740 109 4:8691 108
3 2 2:5203 107 5:6448 106
3 3 2:5481 105 5:7070 104
4 1 8:4001 1013 1:8814 1011
4 2 2:5112 109 5:6243 108
4 3 5:7777 108 1:2940 106
4 4 4:7289 106 1:0591 104
5 1 1:2612 1015 2:8248 1014
5 2 2:7925 1012 6:2543 1011
5 3 1:0948 109 2:4520 108
5 4 1:2334 108 2:7625 107
5 5 9:4660 107 2:1201 105
6 1 2:9141 1019 6:4421 1018
6 2 1:3368 1014 2:9940 1013
6 3 1:9677 1012 4:4070 1011
6 4 3:5023 1010 7:8442 109
6 5 2:5728 109 5:7623 108
6 6 1:9621 107 4:3944 106
7 1 . . . . . .
7 2 9:2734 1018 2:0765 1016
7 3 1:7446 1014 3:9073 1013
7 4 8:2034 1013 1:8373 1011
7 5 9:7500 1011 2:1837 109
7 6 5:3226 1010 1:1921 108
7 7 4:1412 108 9:2750 107
8 1 . . . . . .
8 2 2:8445 1020 5:7900 1019
8 3 2:1027 1017 4:7089 1016
8 4 1:0914 1014 2:4445 1013
8 5 2:6777 1013 5:9973 1012
8 6 2:5186 1011 5:6409 1010
8 7 1:0979 1010 2:4590 109
8 8 8:8253 109 1:9766 107
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compared with published data [106,114]. The differences
with the spectral data of Fujita et al. [113,124] are below
0.8% for each multipoles except for the multipoles (7, 7)
(2.2%), (8, 7) (2.1%) and (8.8) (4.8%).We omit thevalues for
multipoles (7, 1) and (8.1) since they are not reliable.
Now we discuss some general features of the multipolar
waveforms through transition from quasicircular inspiral to
plunge, merger and ringdown. The particle is initially at
r0 ¼ 7. The complete ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 waveform, real (solid
line) and imaginary part (dashed line) is displayed in the
top-right inset of Fig. 16. The main panel highlights the
structure of the ringdown for the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 and the ‘ ¼ 6,
m ¼ 1 modes. In the bottom-left inset of the figure we
show the time-evolution of the radial r coordinate of the
particle: It is initially at r ¼ 8:8326 and ends at r ¼
min ¼ 50. When the particle gets to min it is advected
out of the grid, so that the RWZ source becomes zero for
the rest of evolution [10,18,23]. This jump in the source
can introduce some artifacts in the ringdown waveform and
thus the location of min should be chosen to minimize
these effects. From the left-bottom inset of Fig. 16 one sees
that r ¼ 50 at texit 
 642. Since the speed of outgoing
characteristics is 1 on the layer by construction (see
Eq. (11)), a signal generated at min ¼ 50 will take a
time 70 ð50Þ ¼ 120 to reach Iþ. This means that any
signal connected with the particle exiting the domain
will show up on the waveform at Iþ at hyperboloidal
time exit ¼ texit þ 120 ¼ 762. This time is marked by
the vertical dashed line in Fig. 16. There is no evidence
of pathological features in the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 ringdown, but a
localized spike is seen in the (much smaller amplitude)
‘ ¼ 6,m ¼ 1multipole exactly at  ¼ exit. By inspecting
all multipoles, we found that the effect is always present
when the waveform amplitude becomes sufficiently small,
e.g. for the m! 1 multipoles. Evidently, decreasing min
(e.g., min ¼ 200) would delay the occurrence of this
spike, but not remove it, because it is connected to our
treatment of the particle and the coordinates that we use
(this problem should be solved in horizon-penetrating co-
ordinates). The choice of min ¼ 50 is a reasonable
compromise between efficiency and accuracy.
We computed the decay rate of the tail of the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2
waveform. A linear fit to the initial part of the tail visible in
Fig. 16 gave around 4:5. This finding is in agreement
with Fig. 6 of [86], which solved the homogeneous RWZ in
quadruple precision and 8th order finite-differencing. The
tail decay rate is expected to approach the theoretical value
ð‘þ 2Þ ¼ 4 asymptotically in time.
The convergence of the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 waveform is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 17, that is the analogue of Fig. 15. As
expected, 4th order convergence is observed through
inspiral, plunge, and merger phases, as well as during a
considerable part of the ringdown. After time  
 760, one
can notice the boundary effect mentioned above.
For the discussion in Sec. VIB 1, it is important to estab-
lish an error estimate for the gravitational wave phase.
Figure 18 shows the convergence test on this quantity. The
difference between the low and medium resolution is around

22 & 10
7. Using Richardson extrapolation in resolution
we estimate the error bars as 
22  106 and A22=A22 
106. We found similar results also for the other multipoles,
when possible, to establish the convergence rate. As in the
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FIG. 16 (color online). (Color online) Multipolar waveforms
generated by the quasicircular inspiral, plunge, merger and
ringdown of the ¼102 binary initially at separation r0 ¼ 7.
Main panel: the ringdown phase for the ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 and ‘ ¼ 6,
m ¼ 1 modes. Top-right inset: the complete ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 wave-
form. Bottom-left inset: the time-evolution of the r coordinates
of the point particle. The vertical dashed line on the main panel
marks the hyperboloidal time end 
 762 corresponding to the
dynamical time t where the particle reaches the internal bound-
ary of the numerical grid, min ¼ 50.
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FIG. 17 (color online). Same as Fig. 15 but for a particle in a
inspiral to plunge orbit.
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case of circular orbits, results are subjected to a progressive
degradation for subdominant modes ‘  6.
APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS
In this appendix, we summarize the relations between
the RWZ master functions and the asymptotic observable
quantities. From ðe=oÞ‘m , the hþ and h GW polarizations
are obtained as
Rðhþ ihÞ¼
X‘max
‘2;m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð‘þ2Þ!
ð‘2Þ!
s
ððeÞ‘mþ iðoÞ‘mÞ2Y‘m; (B1)
where R is the distance from the source, ‘max is the
maximum number of multipoles one sums over
(omitted for brevity in the following sums), and
2Y‘m 2 Y‘mð	;’Þ are the s ¼ 2 spin-weighted
spherical harmonics. All second-order quantities follow.
The emitted power,
_E ¼ 1
16
X
‘2;m
ð‘þ 2Þ!
ð‘ 2Þ! ðj
_ðoÞ‘mj2 þ j _ðeÞ‘mj2Þ; (B2)
the angular momentum flux
_J ¼  1
8
X
‘2;m>0
m
ð‘þ 2Þ!
ð‘ 2Þ!=½
_ðeÞ‘m
ðeÞ
‘m þ _ðoÞ‘mðoÞ‘m 	;
(B3)
that is obtained from the corresponding relation of Paper I
using ‘m ¼ ð1Þm‘;m, so that the sum is performed
only over 0<m  ‘multipoles, and the linear momentum
flux [121,125,126],
F Px þ iF Py ¼ 18
X
‘2;m
½ia‘m _ðeÞ‘m _ðoÞ‘;mþ1
þ b‘mð _ðeÞ‘m _ðeÞ‘þ1;mþ1 þ _ðoÞ‘m _ðoÞ‘þ1;mþ1Þ	;
(B4)
where
a‘m ¼ 2ð‘ 1Þð‘þ 2Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð‘mÞð‘þmþ 1Þ
p
; (B5)
b‘m ¼ ð‘þ 3Þ!ð‘þ 1Þð‘ 2Þ!
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð‘þmþ 1Þð‘þmþ 2Þ
ð2‘þ 1Þð2‘þ 3Þ
s
: (B6)
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